Disclaimer

EnergyMarketPrice is a product of Market Intelligence Group SA. All information and all content on the site www.energymarketprice.com is solely property of Market Intelligence Group. All rights on EnergyMarketPrice, its brand and logo so copyright to Market Intelligence Group SA

The content on this site, including news, quotes, data and other information, is provided by Market Intelligence Group SA for your personal information only, and is not intended for trading purposes. Content on this site is not appropriate for the purposes of making a decision to carry out a transaction or trade. Nor does it provide any form of advice (investment, tax, legal) amounting to investment advice, or make any recommendations regarding particular financial instruments, investments or products.

This site does not provide investment advice. We do not request personal information in any unsolicited email correspondence with our customers. Any correspondence offering trading advice or unsolicited message asking for personal details should be treated as false and reported to Market Intelligence Group SA.

Market Intelligence Group SA shall never be liable for any errors, inaccuracies or delays in content, or for any actions taken in reliance thereon. Market Intelligence Group SA expressly disclaims all warranties, expressed or implied, as to the accuracy of any the content provided, or as to the fitness of the information for any purpose.

Although Market Intelligence Group SA makes reasonable efforts to obtain reliable content, Market Intelligence Group SA does not guarantee the accuracy of or endorse the views or opinions given by any third party content provider. This site may point to other Internet sites that may be of interest to you, however Market Intelligence Group SA does not endorse or take responsibility for the content on such other sites.

The information service is principally addressed to users who legally reside in Switzerland or in a member state of the EU. This webpage/website and the contents (in particular the graphics, audio and video clips, HTML codes, buttons and text) provided therein may not be copied, linked, reproduced, published, transmitted, transferred or distributed and marketed in any manner without the prior written permission of Market Intelligence Group SA. The distribution or use of the information or of parts of it is restricted to private purposes only and only in countries where distribution or use do not violate the existing law. Any commercial use is allowed only with explicit authorization Market Intelligence Group SA.

Website and Content Copyright
The design of this website including the text, images, graphics, layout, audio and video clips and databases contained herein are protected by copyright and are owned, except as otherwise stated, by Market Intelligence Group SA. The authors of this website have endeavored to adhere to the copyright of the graphics and text used in all publications, or to use their own graphics and text or to rely on unlicensed graphics and text. The contents of this webpage/website may by no means be interpreted in such a manner as to transfer by implication or any other manner, a license or ownership of a copyright, patent, trademark or any other protected right of Market Intelligence Group SA or a third party.

References and Links
With regard to direct or indirect references to other Internet pages ("links") that are beyond the scope of the Market Intelligence Group SA's responsibility, a liability obligation only applies if the content of such pages was known to the author, and if it is reasonable and technically possible for the author to prevent their use in the case of illegal content. As such, the author expressly states that no illegal content could be identified on the linked sites at the time when the links were created.

Market Intelligence Group SA has no control over either the current and future design, or the content of the linked/referenced sites. The author therefore dissociates him/herself expressly from all content on all linked/referenced pages which was modified after the link was created.
This statement applies to all links and references created within the author’s own website, as well as to third-party entries in mailing lists set up by the Market Intelligence Group SA. The liability for illegal, incorrect, or incomplete content, and especially for damages resulting from the use or non-use of such information provided, rests solely with the provider of the page to which the link leads, and not with the person who established the link.

Legal Validity of this Disclaimer
This disclaimer forms part of the website containing the link to this page. In the event that individual parts of or formulations contained in this text are not, or are no longer, legally valid (either in whole or in part), the content and validity of the remaining parts of the document are not affected.

Market Intelligence Group SA: Newsletters and other publications:
Whilst Market Intelligence Group SA has used reasonable endeavours to ensure that the information provided by Market Intelligence Group SA in newsletters and other publications is accurate and up to date as at the time of issue, it reserves the right to make corrections and does not warrant that it is accurate or complete. News will change with time. Market Intelligence Group SA hereby disclaims all liability to the maximum extent permitted by law in relation to the newsletters or other publications and does not give any warranties (including any statutory ones) in relation to the news. Any copying, redistribution or republication of Market Intelligence Group SA newsletter(s) or other publications, or the content thereof, for commercial gain is strictly prohibited.

Conditions of use
1. License. Customer and its End Users are granted a personal, non-exclusive, revocable, non-transferable, non sub-licensable, license to use the Services for its internal business purposes. “End User” means any individual recipient of the Services who is from time to time authorized by Customer to access and use the Services.
2. Term and Termination. The term and termination provisions relating to Customer’s access to, and use of, the Services, are as agreed between Customer and Vendor, provided Customer’s access to the Services may be terminated or suspended immediately in respect of any breach of these terms by Customer and/or End User.
3. Prohibited Uses. distributing, transferring, sub-licensing, renting, lending, transmitting, selling, re-circulating, repackaging, assigning, leasing, reselling, publishing or making available all or any portion of the Services;
4. The scraping of this website for the purpose of extracting data automatically from this website is strictly prohibited and it should be noted that this process could result in damage to the website and Market Intelligence Group SA resources. Market Intelligence Group SA (or its affiliates, agents or contractors) may monitor usage of this website for scraping and may take all necessary actions to ensure that access to this website is removed from entities carrying out or reasonably believed to be carrying out web scraping activities.
4. Indemnity. Customer will indemnify, defend and hold harmless Market Intelligence Group SA and its affiliates from and against any and all losses, liabilities, damages, costs brought by any third party accessing of all or part of the Services through or by means of Subscriber.
5. Miscellaneous. The terms and conditions herein, solely in connection with the Services:
5.1 shall supersede any other terms between Customer and Vendor;
5.2 shall be for the benefit of Market Intelligence Group SA, its data providers and its and their respective affiliates;
5.3 may not be amended unless agreed to in writing by Market Intelligence Group SA; and
5.4 shall be governed by and construed under the laws Switzerland and each party submits to the exclusive jurisdiction of the courts of Switzerland.